
From: 	 Gaston, Molly (SMO) 
To: 	 Axelrod, Matthew (ODAG); Weich, Ron (SMO); Burton, Faith (SMO) 
Sent: 	 6/6/2011 3:33:53 PM 
Subject: 	 RE: Need you to review immediately 
Attachments: 	 Category A-- with suggested redactions.pdf; Category C -- with suggested redactions.pdf; Category 

D -- with suggested redactions.pdf 

I commented on the attached versions—Matt, it doesn't look like you missed anything. I've called attention to the one 
name on p. 4 of Category C because I don't remember seeing it in any indictments, etc. 

Is the intent to produce these rather than make them available? If so, does USAO know that in reviewing them? 

From: Axelrod, Matthew (ODAG) 
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2011 11:12 AM 
To: Weich, Ron (SMO); Burton, Faith (SMO); Gaston, Molly (SMO) 
Subject: Re: Need you to review immediately 

Molly, did you have any edits to the redactions? 

From: Weich, Ron (SMO) 
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2011 11:10 AM 
To: Burton, Faith (SMO); Gaston, Molly (SMO) 
Cc: Axelrod, Matthew (ODAG) 
Subject: FW: Need you to review immediately 

Faith and Molly 	 DP 

From: Axelrod, Matthew (ODAG) 
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2011 11:01 AM 
To: Cunningham, Patrick (USAAZ) 
Cc: Burke, Dennis (USAAZ); Scheel, Ann (USAAZ); Morrissey, Mike (USAAZ); Weich, Ron (SMO) 
Subject: Need you to review immediately 

Pat, 

The Department is attempting to resolve its dispute with Senator Grassley today over his ability to 
conduct oversight of Fast and Furious. The attachments consist of docs that we may need to give as 
part of that resolution. My proposed redactions are visible in red. Please let me know immediately if the 
provision of any of these docs would compromise your ability to prosecute the indicted case or to 
continue your ongoing investigation. Also, please let me know if there are any additional redactions that 
are essential. Thanks. 

Matt 

<<Category D -- with suggested redactions.pdf» <<Category C -- with suggested redactions.pdf» <<Category B -- with 
suggested redactions.pdf» <<Category A-- with suggested redactions.pdf» 
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